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6. DISCUSSION 
Many incoming Physics students are very theoretical and are surprised 
when they must learn computational skills. Their skills are nevertheless 
improving and their interest increasing. Computation has been 
introduced for the first time into programs such as Math & Physics. The 
previous computational gap between Physics and Engineering Science 
students has been reduced. 

We are continuing to collect and develop analysis and simulation 
software for the labs, and improving the integrated Practical Physics 
courses. We encourage increased use of Python in lecture courses, 
but this depends on lecturer interest and commitment. The practical 
requirements most joint programs have not yet been increased. 

There has been no obvious reduction in the gap in average 
experimental skills between Physics and Engineering Science 
students. Although some Physics students can take the Advanced Lab 
as early as 1st semester of 3rd year, they frequently wait as long as 
possible, often until their last semester. 
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5. ADVANCED PHYSICS LAB (PHY327/424/6/7/8/9) 
The goals of the Advanced Physics Laboratory are to give students an 
opportunity to work on interesting, challenging experiments, deepen 
their understanding of the underlying Physics, and develop laboratory 
skills and analysis techniques. We have 43 setups of 33 different 
experiments (from Anderson Localization to X-Ray Fluorescence). 
Supervised by 3-4 professors, 4 TAs and 1 Technologist. 
This is now the only traditional lab and the first lab where they work as 
individuals, not in pairs or a larger team. 

Although students are welcome to use any analysis software, Python is 
now the dominant choice of Physics students. Engineering Science, 
students receive little exposure to Python and mostly use MatLab. 

 

 
 

3. LECTURE COURSES with Practical Physics 
PHY 131,2 – Introduction to Physics I & II, for Life Science students 

 weekly 2h Studio style Practicals. 
PHY 151,2 – Foundations of Physics I & II, for Physical Science 

 weekly 1h tutorials and biweekly 3h traditional labs. 
PHY 231 – Physics of Living Systems 

 weekly 2h practicals with simple experiments, some Python. 
PHY 254 – Mechanics: From Oscillations to Chaos 

 Core lecture course with large amount of Python. 
PHY385 – Optics 

 weekly 2h practicals with simple experiments. 

There are also traditional labs associated with several 1st and 2nd 
Physics courses for Engineering Science (i.e. “Engineering Physics”). 

4. PRACTICAL PHYSICS COURSES 
PHY 224 – Practical Physics I (Fall) 

 students work in pairs in twice weekly 3h labs with intensive 
 instruction and use of Python as well as experiments; 
 develops the core experimental and computational skills 
 necessary to do Physics. 

PHY 324 – Practical Physics II (Spring) 
 students work in pairs in twice weekly 3h labs, continuation of 
 PHY224, but primarily focused on experiments. 

PHY 405 – Electronics Lab 
 weekly 2h lectures and 3h electronics lab. 

PHY 407 – Computational Physics 
 weekly 1h lecture and 3h computer lab; focus on symbolic 
 computation and numerical solution of differential equations, 
 uses Maxima. 

PHY408 – Times Series Analysis 
 weekly 1h lecture and 2h computer lab, uses MatLab. 

JOP210 – Holography for 3D Visualization 
 weekly 2h lectures and and twice weekly 3h lab. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The undergraduate teaching of experimental and computational 
physics is undergoing significant change at the University of Toronto, 
with the Advanced Physics Lab as the only remaining (almost) 
traditional lab course.  Except in first year, lecture and laboratory 
courses have been traditionally separate, and computation was only 
formally available as optional courses in 3rd and 4th year.  The Physics 
Department has chosen Python as the computational tool that will be 
supported in all our undergraduate courses in all years. 

Our students can be enrolled in more than 10 different programs in 
Science or Engineering, all with different requirements, which severely 
limits our ability to require additional courses. It is also a great 
challenge to get faculty members to agree to make drastic changes in 
traditional lecture courses. 

Undergraduate labs are where we teach all of physics not taught in the 
lecture courses, so the primary introduction of Python has been 
through modification and expansion of existing lab courses into 
“practical physics” courses. 

 

2. PYTHON 
Computing is as important as calculus to modern physics, but it is often 
a challenge to fit into an undergraduate program. Python is a easy-to-
learn language in widespread use, and after much discussion it was 
chosen as our default computational tool. 

Students have very limited exposure to Python in their first year 
courses. We replaced an optional higher year computational course 
and our traditional 2nd year lab with two courses which are a mix of 
computational and experimental physics. These courses are required 
for all pure Physics programs, but not all joint programs. The multiple 
requirements of different programs mean that students will encounter 
Python at different times, so we have created online tutorials and 
detailed help for standardized Python installation including standard 
packages such as NumPy, SciPy, and matplotlib, as we intend to 
include other packages such as Python Imaging Library, Open CV, and 
PyAudio for video and sound data acquisition and analysis. 

 


